Internship Opportunities at Tárki Social Research Institute

Tárki Social Research Institute (http://www.tarki.hu) announces internship opportunities for a limited number of potential interns who could participate in various research projects related to Tarki research agenda, in particular to projects specified below.

Qualified interns will work together with a senior mentor from Tarki staff. Official recognition of satisfactory completion will be signed by the institute, upon written approval of the mentors.

Details:

- Length of internships: 1-2 months
- Preferred starting date: to be agreed with mentors, mostly starting in November
- The internship is unpaid

Typical tasks of interns:

- Taking part in research projects defined by the mentors (library research, literature review, draft short briefs of special topics, participate in database building, translations, participation in fieldwork, and general cooperation with their mentor on other tasks)
- Participation in Tarki events/research workshops (depending on availability of these)

Topics (name of the mentor in brackets):

- Fieldwork assistance (interviews) and analysing the activities of migrant solidarity groups based in Germany – English and German languages needed, Berlin based applicants preferred (in order to conduct interviews in Berlin) (Anikó Bernát)
- Field experiments in topics such as prosocial behaviour and sharing economy – English and Hungarian languages needed (Bori Simonovits)

The list is provisional. Some may not be included in the final list and one additional post is reserved for a candidate suggesting an exceptionally interesting or useful idea related to other Tarki activities.

Ideal candidates:

- have sufficient knowledge of the language specified for the topic to read and write summaries
- have basic background knowledge in statistics and use of statistics softwares and Microsoft Excel
- is a student in any field of social science

Preference is given to MA students close to the completion of the degree. Remote work is possible, but regular attendance at internal on-site meetings at the office of TARKI (Budaörsi út 45. Budapest, Hungary) is needed.

To apply, send a CV and a cover letter to Orsolya Szabó (orsolya.szabo@tarki.hu) until 31 October 2017 and please indicate your preferred topic.